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VIEWPOINT

Plan for the worst, hope for the best  
– part 2

A YEAR AGO, I WROTE THAT 2020 WAS THE WORST YEAR 
FOR AVIATION. In many ways it was, and this year was on track 
to surpass last year, but as I write this, things are changing, slowly. 
Countries around the globe are realising that a virus doesn’t respect 
borders and despite the best intentions of governments like those in 
Hong Kong and New Zealand, quarantines don’t really work when 
it comes to COVID-19. Vaccines do work however and the sooner 
the simple-minded and uninformed people who oppose them get 
on board and take their shots, the sooner aviation can return to 
whatever “new normal” awaits us.

That new normal is likely to play out as we have seen already 
happening. Countries with domestic aviation markets will recover 
sooner than those without and long-haul travel will take longer to 
recover. Private aviation will and is changing with operators like 
VistaJets and NetJets reporting sharp increases in people wanting 
to fly privately. Airlines are also changing and moving to re-fleet 
with more fuel-efficient aircraft that are cheaper to operate, which 
in turn will affect the MRO business as well as planes go for longer 
without the work required by older models.

Despite the negatives of millions of jobs lost or put on hold, hun-
dreds of billions of dollars lost by the industry, and the strain that 
COVID-19 imposes on people because of the uncertainty it creates, 
there are some positive signs emerging. Countries like Singapore 
are realising that they must re-open their borders for the simple 
reason that economies in the modern world need to be connected, 
virtually and in the “real world”.

That realisation, plus the deep well of pent-up demand from peo-
ple who want to travel, bodes well for the industry. Just hours after 
Singapore announced it was opening new “Vaccinated Travel Lanes”, 
the website for Singapore Airlines crashed because of the number 
of people trying to book tickets for overseas trips.

How this plays out for business travel remains to be seen. Airlines, 
hotels, rental car companies, and everyone that services that sector 
is loudly proclaiming that companies will return to the skies. And 
they may be right. But I believe it will take longer than people in the 
business travel sector think. The finance types who cut the cheques 
for travel realise a lot of work can be done online. It’s not perfect, as 
we all know from countless webinars we’ve all participated in where 
the screen freezes, someone forgets to mute their mic, and the pet 
cat starts doing a dance on someone’s keyboard. Yes, companies 

will still need to send people in person to “seal the deal”, but I believe 
the days of routine international flights to conduct the preliminary 
groundwork are gone, not forever, but for a long time. One exception 
could be trade shows and events like the Singapore Air Show (which 
as of this writing is still set to be held in February).

All of these positives could be for naught should a new COVID 
variant emerge, which is highly possible the longer it takes for people 
to get fully vaccinated. And there are some things that will hold back 
aviation if they’re not resolved soon. Countries need to come togeth-
er and agree on a set of standards for a digital health certificate. 
The technology is there but aviation needs to press home the point 
harder. And quarantines are of course another factor. Keeping bor-
ders shut to maintain a “zero-COVID” policy is a losing proposition.

The headline on my Viewpoint this time last year was “Plan for 
the worst, hope for the best”. That’s still good advice. Aviation has 
experienced the worst and we all hope better days are ahead. But as 
Mother Nature has shown with COVID, things can always change, 
and sometimes not the way we want.

Matt Driskill EDITOR

matt.driskill@asianaviation.com
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FROM THE PUBLISHER
This is AAV’s final issue for the year. This was another 
unprecedented year of difficulty for our industry, but 

the upside is more travel routes are opening and as global 
vaccination rates continue to increase, we look forward to 
being back in the air very soon. I sincerely thank my editorial 
team under the direction of Matt Driskill, who have continued 
to deliver the very best news for our readers in the pages 
of AAV, and our Daily News Bulletin. The support of our 
advertisers has not been forgotten and I thank you for your 
trust in AAV and the team look forward to working with you 
once again in 2022. I wish you all the very best as we look 
forward to a much brighter and more stable 2022. Stay safe. 
— MARILYN TANGYE BUTLER
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Business Aviation News
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Honeywell forecast shows growth 
in business jets
Honeywell’s 30th annual Global Business Aviation Outlook forecasts up to 7,400 new busi-
ness jet deliveries worth US$238 billion from 2022 to 2031, up 1 percent in deliveries from 
the same 10-year forecast a year ago. In 2021, surveyed business jet operators reported a 
sharp increase in used jet purchase plans, 12 percent above last year’s report, equivalent 
to 800 additional used business aircraft. Business aircraft manufacturers also announced a 
strong increase in jet orders, indicating that the industry has almost completely shaken off 
the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic. “The increased demand for used jets is estimated at 
more than 6,500 units over the next five years, putting pressure on an already record low in-
ventory and driving additional demand for new jets,” said Heath Patrick, president, Americas 
Aftermarket, Honeywell Aerospace. “Our latest operator survey results support continued 
private jet usage growth, as more than 65 percent of respondents anticipate increased 
business jet usage in 2022. Despite the ongoing challenges presented by the pandemic, 
flight hours have recovered and grown beyond pre-pandemic levels. The overall health of 
the business jet market is strong, and growth is expected to continue.” — MATT DRISKILL

JETCRAFT EXPANDS  
TO SINGAPORE

Jetcraft has announced the opening of an 
office in Singapore to support growth in 
Southeast Asia and across the region. “Asia 
remains a crucial market for Jetcraft so ex-
panding our footprint into Singapore is a 
logical step, providing further proof of our 
long-term commitment to serving our global 
client base and unrivalled market access,” 
the company said in announcing the move. 
The office will be led by Tim Yue, who is 
currently Hong Kong-based and has over a 
decade of experience in business aviation. 
Yue will work closely with Jetcraft Asia Pres-
ident David Dixon, who will be overseeing 
all activities in the region. — MATT DRISKILL

BOMBARDIER UNVEILS  
NEW CHALLENGER 3500

Bombardier announced that it was launching 
a new Challenger 3500 aircraft, the latest 
edition of its successful Challenger platform. 
The new Challenger 3500 aircraft introduc-
es a redesigned interior with intelligent and 
sustainably minded cabin features crafted 
to combine comfort with function. Bombar-
dier’s patented Nuage seat is included in the 
aircraft’s standard configuration. As part of 
an overall focus on passenger wellness, the 
new business jet will provide a reduced cabin 
altitude of 4,850 ft at 41,000 ft, representing 
a 31 percent improvement compared to its 
predecessor. — MATT DRISKILL

EMBRAER SCORES NEW DEAL WITH NETJETS

Embraer and NetJets have signed a contin-
uing deal for up to 100 additional aircraft, a 
deal worth in excess of US$1.2 billion. As part 
of the deal, NetJets will begin taking delivery 
of the Phenom 300E in the second quarter 
of 2023, in both the US and Europe. NetJets 
first signed a purchase agreement with Em-
braer in 2010, for 50 Phenom 300 executive 

jets plus up to 75 options. With this new air-
craft order, which includes a comprehensive 
services agreement, NetJets signifies their 
commitment to an enhanced customer ex-
perience and their trust in Embraer’s indus-
try-leading portfolio and customer support 
network to deliver the ultimate experience 
to its customers. — MATT DRISKILL

FUJI BUSINESS JET IS FIRST APAC CUSTOMER FOR CESSNA CITATION CJ4 GEN2

Textron Aviation announced that Shizuo-
ka-based Fuji Business Jet, a subsidiary of 
Suzuyo Group, will be the first Asia-Pacific 
customer for the Cessna Citation CJ4 Gen2 
business jet. The aircraft, anticipated to be 
delivered to the company in November 2021, 

will join Fuji Business Jet’s fleet of business 
aircraft, including two Cessna Citation CJ2+ 
aircraft for passenger charter services. This 
will be the first Citation CJ4 Gen2 delivered 
into Japan and the Asia-Pacific region. It 
achieved Japan Civil Aviation Bureau (JCAB) 

type certification in 2011, and the JCAB interi-
or certification for the CJ4 Gen2 is expected 
in September 2021. Japan has a wide range 
of general aviation airports, with a growing 
number of private aviation and charter users. 
— MATT DRISKILL
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EHang debuts new model
EHang announced that its long-range dual-seat passenger-grade AAV VT-30 made its global 
debut at the unveiling ceremony and exhibition at the Jiuzhou Airport in Zhuhai, Guangdong 
Province. The VT-30, officially released this year in May, is the first in EHang’s product suite 
that is designed for inter-city transportation. With a hybrid structure, VT-30 is designed to 
achieve a maximum balance of hybrid lift and push, which has the advantages of intelligent 
safety features, autonomous flying capabilities, cluster management, low noise and so on. 
The VT-30 is designed to carry two passengers, with a designed flight distance of 300km and 
a designed flight time of 100 minutes. EHang also announced that the company’s stock will 
be added as a constituent of the FTSE Russell Global Equity Index Series following FTSE’s 
most recent semi-annual review. — MATT DRISKILL

VOLOCOPTER SIGNS 
JV DEAL WITH GEELY 
SUBSIDIARY

Urban air mobility (UAM) company Volo-
copter and Aerofugia, a subsidiary of China’s 
Geely Technology Group, announced the 
finalisation of their joint venture company to 
introduce UAM in China. Operating under 
Volocopter (Chengdu) Technology, the JV 
has signed an agreement to purchase 150 
Volocopter aircraft. Geely Holding Group’s 
CEO, Daniel Li Donghui, has joined Volocop-
ter’s Advisory Board. In April 2021, Geely and 
Volocopter confirmed that they would form 
a joint venture to introduce the new mode of 
transportation to China. The JV, headquar-
tered in Chengdu, will work with the aviation, 
transportation, and government agencies in 
Chengdu and other parts of mainland China 
to bring urban air mobility to China within 
the next three to five years. Chengdu is the 
capital of Sichuan Province and a significant 
economic, cultural, and transportation hub in 
Western China. It is also a key manufacturing 
base for Geely. — MATT DRISKILL

AIRBUS ANNOUNCES  
NEW CITYAIRBUS

Airbus has announced plans for a new Cit-
yAirbus as the emerging Urban Air Mobility 
market begins to firm up. Ushering in the 
next generation of CityAirbus, the fully elec-
tric vehicle is equipped with fixed wings, a 
V-shaped tail, and eight electrically powered 
propellers as part of its uniquely designed 
distributed propulsion system. It is designed 
to carry up to four passengers in a zero emis-
sions flight. — MATT DRISKILL

EMBRAERX, PYKA PARTNER ON AGRICULTURE DRONES

EmbraerX and Pyka, an Oakland-based 
start-up working at the forefront of autono-
mous aviation, announced a partnership to 
accelerate the future of autonomous aerial 
agriculture operations. The collaboration 
is focused on technology, certification, op-
erations, and future commercialization of 

Pyka’s Pelican, a 100 percent electric and 
autonomous fixed-wing agricultural aircraft. 
By using agile experimentation processes, 
the companies will work together to acceler-
ate the entry of Pyka’s best-in-class autono-
mous solutions into service in the precision 
agriculture sector. — MATT DRISKILL

HONG KONG GFS H175 FLEET REACHES 10,000 FLIGHT HOURS

Hong Kong’s Government Flying Ser-
vice (GFS) has recently reached its new 
milestone with 10,000 flight hours of its 
H175 fleet. Based on the first 5,000 flight 
hours reached last September, GFS has 
performed another 5,000 flight hours in 
just one year. The GFS even achieved its 

highest monthly flight hour record with 
406 hours. 

Besides, as of August this year, more than 
2,600 lifesaving missions have already been 
performed by GFS H175 fleet in 2021, out of 
which a total of over 6,900 since entry of 
service of this new type. — MATT DRISKILL
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MRO News

Pratt & Whitney says China market  
remains key for services
Pratt & Whitney announced it has inducted the first GTF engine for maintenance, repair and 
overhaul (MRO) in China. MTU Maintenance Zhuhai, a joint venture between MTU Aero 
Engines and China Southern Airline Company Limited, joined the Pratt & Whitney GTF MRO 
network in December 2020 and has become the first active GTF MRO facility in China. The 
shop inducted a PW1100G-JM model engine, which powers the Airbus A320neo aircraft 
family. MTU Maintenance Zhuhai is one of several facilities in Asia supporting GTF MRO 
work, alongside Pratt & Whitney’s Eagle Services Asia (ESA) in Singapore and IHI in Japan. 
China is home to one of the largest GTF fleets, where 11 airlines will be operating more than 
200 A320neo family aircraft by the end of 2021. Pratt & Whitney has a long history in China, 
dating back more than 90 years. — MATT DRISKILL

BOEING ADDS CONVERSION 
LINES IN CHINA

Boeing and GAMECO announced plans to 
create additional capacity for the 767-300 
Boeing Converted Freighter (BCF) to help 
meet continued strong market demand. The 
agreement will expand freighter conversion 
capacity at GAMECO, opening two new 767-
300BCF conversion in 2022. — MATT DRISKILL

COLLINS AEROSPACE 
EXPANDS SUPPORT 
AGREEMENT WITH AMECO

Collins Aerospace announced an expansion 
of its 10-year On-Site Support agreement 
with Chinese aircraft maintainer Ameco for 
Air China’s fleet. The agreement will add sup-
port for Collins’ Integrated Drive Generator 
(IDG) and other generators for multiple air-
craft platforms, including the B787, A320neo, 
A350 and ARJ21. With this expanded con-
tract, Collins will extend its onsite inventory 
management services to all of Ameco’s IDG 
and generator capabilities. — MATT DRISKILL

DASSAULT CONSOLIDATING 
MRO NETWORK

With new major developments in Kuala Lum-
pur and Dubai and new line service bases 
in several additional European cities, Das-
sault Aviation is consolidating its recently 
acquired MRO capabilities to reorganise its 
worldwide support network. The company 
can now offer major inspections at a range 
of new locations, dispatch GoTeams to more 
remote places, and share expertise across 
its global network. Dassault Aviation Chair-
man and CEO Eric Trappier said, “In 2019, we 
acquired TAG Maintenance Services (TMS), 
ExecuJet MRO Services and RUAG’s MRO 
operations in Switzerland to build up our fac-
tory service capacity and are now investing 
heavily in these premier service networks… 
Two examples of this strategy are our new 
ExecuJet MRO facilities in Kuala Lumpur and 
Dubai are poised to become regional service 
hubs for our growing fleets in Asia and the 
Middle East.” — MATT DRISKILL

EMBRAER SIGNS SERVICES DEAL WITH ALLIANCE AIRLINES

HAECO COMPOSITE SIGNS DEAL WITH GAIX IN CHINA

Embraer has signed a multi-year services 
agreement with Alliance Airlines, which will 
provide materials support for the carrier ’s 
fleet of E190s. Through Embraer’s Services 
& Support portfolio of solutions, the agree-
ment covers more than 300 repairable 
components and includes both materials 

HAECO Composite Structures (Jinjiang), 
a member of the HAECO Group special-
ising in aerostructure repair for nacelles, 
radomes and flight control surfaces, with 
a full complement of rotable spares, has 
entered into a consignment agreement 
with GA Innovation China (GAIC), the first 

and technical administration services sup-
ported from Embraer Asia-Pacific’s facility 
in Singapore. Alliance has a committed 
fleet of 32 E190s with 12 E190s currently 
in Australia with the remaining 20 to enter 
revenue service during the next 12 months. 
— MATT DRISKILL

comprehensive aircraft asset management 
company in the Chinese mainland. The 
agreement covers reconditioning services 
including inspection, test, repair, overhaul 
and upgrade/modification, as well as mar-
keting, sales and exchange/loan services. 
— MATT DRISKILL
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Interiors

COLLINS AEROSPACE 
UNVEILS LILAC-UV

Collins Aerospace has unveiled Lilac-UV, an 
ultraviolet (UV) lighting solution to sanitise 
aircraft interiors nearly anywhere a light is 
installed inside an aircraft. Lilac-UV emits 
a slight violet light that disinfects surfac-
es in seconds to minutes, depending on 
lamp configuration and specific pathogen. 
Lilac-UV can be applied in lavatories, gal-
leys, flight decks, cargo bays and through-
out the cabin, and can be set for scheduled 
cleanings or manual applications during or 
between flights. tection to passengers while 
also reducing aircraft downtime for manual 
cleaning. — MATT DRISKILL

AJW LAUNCHES AJW 
TECHNIQUE INTERIORS

AJW Group has launched a new interiors 
brand called AJW Technique Interiors. An-
nounced at AIX 2021, AJW has signed a 10-
year partnership agreement with the largest 
seat cover manufacturing facility in Europe. 
AJW joins forces with Autostop Aviation, the 
producers of SkyLeather, to offer this product 
to its global customer base. — MATT DRISKILL

Recaro wins multiple deals for Asia-Pacific
Recaro Aircraft Seating announced recently it has won deals for seats from several regions in 
the Asia-Pacific region including Australia, China and Taiwan. The company said its BL3710 
seats will be a key feature on Jetstar Australia’s new A321neo aircraft, due to arrive from 2022. 
The BL3710 is the successor model of the BL3530, which has been successfully operating on 
Jetstar’s current A320 fleet. Recaro said its CL4710 seat will take flight on Qingdao Airlines’ 
new A321neo. Qingdao Airlines is the launch customer for the CL4710 to be utilised in the 
crew rest area. The A321neo programme has further strengthened the relationship between 
Qingdao Airlines and Recaro. From the triple-layer foam structure of the seat cushion to the 
length-adjustable calf rest, passengers will experience a new level of comfort on short and 
medium-haul flights. Qingdao Airlines has been flying Recaro business class seats since 
2014. Air China meanwhile, has ordered 10 shipsets of the CL6720 Business Class seat for 
its new A350 fleet with the first delivery planned for the second quarter 2022. Air China 
will be the launch customer for the new CL6720, and it is also the first time Air China has 
selected a Recaro staggered full-flat Business Class seat for their long-range aircraft. Finally, 
Recaro said the CL3710 seat will fly on the new STARLUX A330neo. This is the first widebody 
aircraft to be added to the STARLUX fleet. STARLUX is the third-largest international carrier 
based in Taiwan and the airline is marketed at providing premium products and services to 
passengers. — MATT DRISKILL

ACJ PARTNERS WITH ARTIST CYRIL KONGO FOR CABIN INTERIORS

Airbus Corporate Jets (ACJ) and contempo-
rary artist Cyril Kongo, a.k.a. Mr Colourful, 
have jointly designed an ACJ cabin — the 
ACJ TwoTwenty special cabin edition by Cyril 
Kongo. Kongo has a strong pioneering spir-
it which perfectly complements the ACJ’s 
team’s innovative mindset, turning the ex-
tra-large biz-jet into a flying contemporary 
art gallery, thus, offering a never-done-before 
novel ambiance, Airbus said. The entire sig-

nature cabin has been envisioned by the ACJ 
design team to deliver comfort, connectivity 
and functionality in one space while Kon-
go’s touch brings the cabin design to a next 
level of emotion. Notably, the main lounge, 
which will be partly hand painted by Kongo, 
combines carefully chosen branded textures 
and fabrics, crafted to kindle the sumptuous 
comfort, space and luxury of your own pri-
vate art gallery. The special cabin edition has 

been proudly curated to allow passengers to 
properly rest or enjoy fine dining with valued 
friends and family, while admiring all the col-
ours that life has to offer. Kongo and the ACJ 
design team took full advantage of the ACJ 
TwoTwenty’s large fuselage which is at least 
two times wider than other business jets, 
allowing for a spaciously crafted table greet-
ing, potentially serving up to eight guests. 
— MATT DRISKILL
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Aviation People on the Move

Precision aerospace 
manufacturing and 
industry innovator 
AEROMETALS has 

announced the appointment of Erik Blanck 
as director of sales and marketing for the 
northern California based company.

AERO NORWAY has 
named Ramon Peters as 
global director of sales and 
marketing to support Aero 

Norway’s growth strategy and focus on 
best-in-class service for its expanding 
global customer base. 

AIRCARBON EXCHANGE 
in Singapore has named 
Corinne Boone as director 
for the Americas.

Regional aircraft 
manufacturer ATR has 
named Guillaume Daudin 
as senior vice president for 

programmes, reporting to ATR CEO 
Stefano Bortoli. He will also join the 
company’s executive committee.

PAUL RAYSON

MARK STEVENS

BLUEBOX AVIATION 
SYSTEMS has made 
several new appointments. 
Paul Rayson, currently a 
board member, has been 
named business 
development director and 
Mark Stevens has been 
promoted to head of sales.

BRISBANE AIRPORT 
CORPORATION has 
appointed Simon Dodd to 
the role of head of aviation 

development, reporting to Jim Parashos, 
executive general manager for aviation.

CARGOAI’S board of 
directors has named  
David Lara to the 
company’s board of 

advisors. He is the former senior vice 
president of CEVA Logistics.

Miguel Rodríguez Moreno, 
senior manager Climate 
Control Products at Qatar 
Airways Cargo has joined 

the COOL CHAIN ASSOCIATION’S  
board of directors.

ECS GROUP announced 
that CEO Adrien Thominet 
was recently appointed 
executive chairman, 

succeeding Bertrand Schmoll.

Dominik Wiener-Silva has 
been appointed managing 
director of EPCOR, the 
subsidiary of AFI KLM 

E&M based in Amsterdam.

KELLSTROM 
AEROSPACE GROUP has 
hired John McKirdy as 
senior vice president. 

McKirdy has been involved in broad 
aviation aftermarket services for over 30 
years.

GENESIS, the Dublin-
based aircraft leasing 
company, has appointed 
Adrian Dharsan to the 

position of senior vice president of the 
commercial team and marks the 
company’s first hire in Singapore where it 
is establishing a regional office.

HAECO GROUP 
announced that Klaus 
Peter Leinauer has joined 
the group as vice president 

of group commercial for Europe, Middle 
East and Africa. He will be based in 
Germany.

JET SUPPORT SERVICES 
has appointed Trevor 
Merszei as vice president 
of business development 

for the Asia-Pacific region.

KALE LOGISTICS 
SOLUTIONS has 
appointed Pawan  
 Chande as its new chief 

financial officer.

LUFTHANSA TECHNIK 
has named Dr William 
Willms as chief financial 
officer and will join the 

company’s executive board.

SARAH PARLARI

CLOVIS MARTINS

MRO INSIDER has named 
Sarah Parlari as director of 
Talent Acquisition, which is 
a new position within the 
company. The company 
has also named Clovis 
Martins as director of sales 
for South America.

NORDIC AVIATION 
CAPITAL has named 
Norman C.T. Liu as 
president as part of the 

company’s ongoing restructuring. Liu 
previously served as president of GE 
Capital Aviation Services between 2009 
and 2016 and as chairman in 2016.

PAYCARGO has appointed 
Christian Dornhaus as 
managing director for 
Europe, the Middle East, 

India, and Asia (EMEIA) as the cargo 
payment platform continues global 
growth.
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COVID comeback?
As the world nears the end of two full years of COVID-19, some light is 

starting to appear at the end of the tunnel with countries in Asia opening up 

borders and cutting down on quarantines. The aviation industry hopes it’s  

not a false dawn as cracks are starting to appear in a once united front.  

Matt Driskill takes a look back and lays out what may be ahead.
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COVID & AVIATION

AFTER BILLIONS OF DOLLARS IN LOSSES and untold thousands 
of lost jobs due to a virus that has killed millions of people, things are 
starting to look up. Vaccinations, which have proven to be effective 
in staving off serious cases of COVID and keeping people out of 
the hospital are on the rise. Governments are realising that COVID 
quarantines are no guarantee the disease won’t spread, and they 
must reopen for their economies to survive. Airlines are ditching 
older planes in favour of new-generation, more fuel-efficient jets. 
Countries with large domestic aviation markets are witnessing a 
resurgence in travellers tired of being cooped up at home.

That’s the good news. The bad news is that a new variant of 
COVID-19 could emerge the longer it takes to get as many people 
vaccinated as possible. Some governments still haven’t gotten the 
memo that COVID quarantines don’t work and cracks are starting to 
appear in the wall of a united aviation industry that up until October, 
had been working together to restart international travel.

Unity falters
The cracks appeared when Willie Walsh, the new-ish director gen-
eral of the International Air Transport Association (IATA), told the 
group’s Annual General Meeting in Boston that charges either in 
place or planned by the world’s airports and air navigation service 
providers (ANSPs) were “outrageous” and said the charges were 
hurting the industry’s chances of staging a comeback.

“Today I am ringing the alarm. This must stop if the industry is to 
have a fair opportunity at recovery. Infrastructure shareholders, gov-
ernmental or private, have benefited from stable returns pre-crisis. 
They must now play their part in the recovery. It is unac-
ceptable behaviour to benefit from your customers during 
good times and stick it to them in bad times. Doing so has 
broad implications. Air transport is critical to support eco-
nomic recovery post pandemic. We should not compromise 
the recovery with the irresponsibility and greed of some of 
our partners who have not addressed costs or tapped their 
shareholders for support,” said Walsh.

Walsh’s comments drew the ire of his counterpart at 
Airports Council International (ACI World). That group’s 
director general, Luis Felipe de Oliveira, which represents airports, 
said “After a period that saw unprecedented collaboration and unity 
of airports and airlines in surviving this crisis and rebuilding passen-
ger confidence, it is disappointing to hear this tone of statements 
coming from IATA. Claims made about the airport industry are out 
of context and don’t reflect the efforts made by airports to support 
the aviation ecosystem during the pandemic.

“Overall, airports are also businesses in their own right that have 
suffered great financial stress during the COVID-19 crisis and the 
historic downturn of passenger traffic,” de Oliveira said. “In fact, 
this may be a moment to rethink the economic oversight of airport 
charges to something that is more reflective of market conditions 
allowing for risk to be shared across airlines and airports. Airports 
will remain infrastructure-intensive businesses—which means inev-

itable high fixed costs which must be maintained for the benefit of 
passengers and the communities that airports serve. We will con-
tinue to collaborate with our airline partners and other stakeholders 
to rebuild a sector that is resilient and sustainable—but it needs to 
be fair for the entire aviation ecosystem.”

Joining the fray was CANSO (CANSO (Civil Air Navigation Ser-
vices Organisation), which represents ANSPs, which took a “can’t 
we all just get along” attitude. CANSO issued a statement calling 
for “greater industry unity in the face of a pandemic that has hit the 
entire aviation community hard — airlines, airports, air navigation 
service providers, and the vital supply chain that supports it”.

Simon Hocquard, CANSO’s director general, said “Headline state-
ments from the International Air Transport Association’s Annual 
General Meeting could lead to the impression that only airlines 
should be allowed to recover costs. Yet organisations across the 
entire aviation spectrum faced a significant drop in revenues these 
past 20 months and have incurred substantial debt as a result of 
plummeting air traffic levels. The statements also undermine the 
considerable steps Air Navigation Service Providers across the globe 
have taken to address their revenue shortfalls.”

Where it has been possible, ANSPs accessed government as-
sistance programmes such as wage subsidies, CANSO said, but 
this support has been inconsistent. In fact, in some parts of the 
world, states made the conscious decision to provide assistance to 
airlines rather than airports or ANSPs under the assumption that 
there would be a trickle-down effect as airlines paid infrastructure 
suppliers charges.

“A difficult road lies ahead as we wrestle together, and individually, 
with that fact. This crisis has taught us many lessons, but we must 
be careful that the lessons we have learned from the current crisis 
do not undermine the lessons we have always known to be true. 
That cutting investment in response to a short-term crisis, has a 
long-term impact on capacity. Now more than ever, it is important 
for the entire aviation industry to come together and discuss how to 
tackle the financial challenges we all face and not resort to blaming 
each other.”

Airline performance
Away from the sideshow of “he said, she said”, IATA painted a bleak 
picture of the near-term outlook for the world’s airlines, saying the 
industry is likely to suffer at least US$201 billion in cumulative losses 

Now more than ever, it is important for the entire 
aviation industry to come together and discuss 

how to tackle the financial challenges we all face 
and not resort to blaming each other.

CANSO
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for 2020-2022 due to the COVID-19 pandemic and near shut-down 
in international aviation. IATA said net industry losses are expected 
to fall to US$11.6 billion in 2022 after a US$51.8 billion loss in 2021, 
which is worse than the US$47.7 billion loss estimated in April. The 
association said net 2020 loss estimates have been revised to $137.7 
billion from US$126.4 billion. Taken together, total industry losses in 
2020-2022 are expected to reach US$201 billion.

IATA said demand (measured in RPKs) is expected to stand at 40 
percent of 2019 levels for 2021, rising to 61 percent in 2022. Total 
passenger numbers are expected to reach 2.3 billion in 2021. This 
will grow to 3.4 billion in 2022 which is similar to 2014 levels and 
significantly below the 4.5 billion travellers of 2019. Robust demand 
for air cargo is expected to continue with 2021 demand at 7.9 per-
cent above 2019 levels, growing to 13.2 percent above 2019 levels 
for 2022.

“The magnitude of the COVID-19 crisis for airlines is enormous,” 
said IATA’s Walsh. “Over the 2020-2022 period total losses could top 
US$200 billion. To survive airlines have dramatically cut costs and 
adapted their business to whatever opportunities were available. 
That will see the US$137.7 billion loss of 2020 reduce to US$52 billion 
this year. And that will further reduce to US$12 billion in 2022. We are 
well past the deepest point of the crisis. While serious issues remain, 
the path to recovery is coming into view. Aviation is demonstrating 
its resilience yet again.

“People have not lost their desire to travel as we see in solid 
domestic market resilience. But they are being held back from in-
ternational travel by restrictions, uncertainty and complexity. More 
governments are seeing vaccinations as a way out of this crisis. We 
fully agree that vaccinated people should not have their freedom of 
movement limited in any way. In fact, the freedom to travel is a good 

COVID & AVIATION

▲ The head of IATA, Willie Walsh, is catching flak for criticising airports.
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incentive for more people to be vaccinated. Governments must work 
together and do everything in their power to ensure that vaccines 
are available to anybody who wants them,” said Walsh.

IATA said in 2022 overall demand is expected to reach 61 percent 
of pre-crisis (2019) levels. Capacity is expected to continue to in-
crease faster than demand, reaching 67 percent of pre-crisis levels 
for 2022. Average passenger load factors are expected to recover 
to 75.1 percent, a level exceeded in every year since 2005 until this 
crisis hit, and far below the 82.6 percent record set in 2019.

All regions will improve their collective financial performance 
compared to 2020. The strongest performing region is North Amer-
ica which is expected to see a US$5.5 billion loss in 2021 transform 
to a US$9.9 billion profit in 2022. All other regions will see reduced 
losses in 2022 compared to 2021, IATA said.

North American carriers are expected to outperform other re-
gions on the back of fast recovery of the US domestic market. The 
opening of the US market to vaccinated travellers from November 
2021 will progress the recovery to international markets. The US 
industry started to turn cash-positive in the second quarter of 2021 
and will be the only region in positive financial territory in 2022 with 
an expected US$9.9 billion profit. European carriers will see their 
losses cut from US$20.9 billion in 2021 to US$9.2 billion in 2022. 
Shifting rules and confused application of EC recommendations 
across Europe compromised the expected positive impact of rising 
vaccination rates and establishment of the European Digital Covid 
Certificate. Better coordination between governments is expected 
to see a broader opening of international markets in the months 

ahead, boosted significantly by the re-establishment of transatlantic 
travel for vaccinated travellers. Long-haul demand, however, will 
significantly lag the recovery in intra-European travel.

Asia-Pacific carriers are expected to see losses diminish from 
US$11.2 billion in 2021 to US$2.4 billion in 2022. The region continues 
to suffer some of the most draconian travel restrictions. While there 
has been some alleviation in restrictions, significant improvements 
in international markets are not expected until later in 2022. Reduced 
losses are expected to be achieved on the back of large and largely 
open domestic markets, not least of which is China. The region’s 
carriers are also benefitting disproportionally from the strength of 
air cargo markets in which they are dominant.

Opening up
Looking ahead, at least one country got the memo about COVID 
quarantines — Singapore. The country announced in October it 
would extend its “Vaccinated Travel Lane” to a total of 11 countries 
as it “learned to live with COVID-19”.

Following a televised speech by Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong, 
Singapore said it would allow vaccinated travellers from the spec-
ified countries to skip quarantines if they were vaccinated against 
COVID-19 and completed a pre-departure test 48 hours before their 
flight and an on-arrival test and both tests came back negative. The 
countries included in the new scheme include: Brunei, Canada, 
Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, South Korea, 
Spain, Britain and the US.

▶ Aviation needs to get countries to sign on to standards to ease 
international travel.

How will we know when we get to the new normal? It will be when we can ease off 
restrictions, have just light [safe management measures] in place, and cases remain 
stable, perhaps hundreds a day, but not growing.

LEE HSIEN LOONG, PRIME MINISTER OF SINGAPORE
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The prime minister said Singapore will have to move forward to 
a “new normal” of living with COVID-19. “How will we know when 
we get to the new normal? It will be when we can ease off restric-
tions, have just light [safe management measures] in place, and 
cases remain stable, perhaps hundreds a day, but not growing,” 
Lee said. “When our hospitals can go back to business as usual, 
when we can resume doing the things we used to do and see 
crowds again without getting worried or feeling strange…It will 
take us at least three months, and perhaps as long as six months 
to get to this new norm.”

Speaking during a press conference after the prime minister's 
speech, Transport Minister S Iswaran said the vaccinated travel lanes 
would restore “two-way quarantine-free travel” between Singapore 
and the 11 countries in the programme. Up to 3,000 travellers will ini-
tially be allowed to enter Singapore daily from all 11 vaccinated travel 
lane countries, he said. “We will monitor the incidence rate, observe 
the demand, before deciding on any further increases in capacity.”

Australia too got the border closure memo. Australian Prime 
Minister Scott Morrison announced on 1 October that an 18-month 

ban on Australians travelling abroad will be lifted in November. 
Reopening the international border for citizens and permanent 
residents will be linked to the establishment of home quarantine 
in Australia’s eight states and territories, Morrison said, meaning 
that some parts of the country will reopen sooner than others. 
The first phase of the plan will focus on vaccinated citizens and 
permanent residents being allowed to leave Australia, with further 
changes expected to permit foreign travellers to enter the country.

“It’s time to give Australians their lives back. We’ve saved lives,” 
Morrison said during a televised media conference. “We’ve saved 
livelihoods, but we must work together to ensure that Australians 
can reclaim the lives that they once had in this country.”

Australia had shut its international border in March 2020. Since 
then, only a limited number of people have been granted a permit 
to leave the country for critical business or humanitarian reasons.

Thailand too is getting in on the act. The country announced in 
October it would reopen to tourists from 10 countries. Vaccinated 
travellers will be able to visit the country without having to quar-
antine. Arrivals from “low risk” countries — including the UK, USA, 
China, Germany and Singapore — will only  have to present a nega-
tive test on arrival, then take another on day two. More nationalities 
will likely be allowed to enter from 1 December.

Other countries in Asia like Cambodia, which has a relatively high 
vaccination rate, are looking to cut quarantine times from 14 days 
to seven days and others are looking to cut quarantines altogether 
and allow entry to vaccinated travellers with a pre-departure test 
and an on-arrival test.

What needs to be done
Despite everyone in the industry clamouring for a set of standards 
to handle “digital health passports”, two years later there is still not 
a plan in place that would allow one digital app to be used across 
all borders. There are at least a dozen apps on the market including 
IATA’s Travel Pass and the (free) CommonPass. Until the industry can 
convince the world’s governments that a single set of standards is 
absolutely necessary, international travel will still be hobbled. IATA 
and other aviation bodies need to work harder to get this done.

Aviation and the travel industry also need to come together to 
agree on testing requirements and quarantine requirements if inter-
national flights are to resume in a meaningful way. A pre-departure 
test and on-arrival test seem appropriate, as Singapore has decided, 
and do away with the quarantine, which is probably the single largest 
barrier to people travelling today.

And finally, vaccinate, vaccinate, vaccinate. It’s sad that people 
would rather believe a failed businessman turned politician than a 
respected scientist and the vaccines have been shown to be safe 
and effective in either preventing COVID altogether or in minimis-
ing the disease’s effects. Airlines, MROs, airports, and everyone 
in the aviation value chain should consider vaccines to be exactly 
what they are — another piece of safety equipment that should be 
required on all flights. 

COVID & AVIATION
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ACCORDING TO THE OCTOBER IATA OUTLOOK, global demand 
for air travel in 2021 will reach just 40 percent of 2019 levels, with 
Asia-Pacific lagging at 35 percent. Airline capacity is expected to 
reach 50 percent of pre-crisis levels in 2021, pushing average load 
factors down to 67 percent, a level not seen since 1994.

Globally, domestic demand is driving the recovery with IATA fore-
casting it to reach 73 percent of pre-crisis levels in 2021, improving 
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Southeast Asia  
lags global recovery
Pre-pandemic, the centre of the aviation world had swung firmly toward Asia, 

driven largely by sustained growth in China and surging demand in Southeast 

Asia. But as markets begin to reopen in Europe, North America and now in 

Australia, it is Asia that is lagging as Michael Doran reports.

▲ Cebu Pacific is one of many Asian carriers operating at less than 
30 percent of 2019 capacity.
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to 93 percent in 2022. With border closures and travel restrictions 
firmly in place international demand in 2021 is well behind at just 22 
percent and forecast to reach 44 percent in 2022.

Asia-Pacific carriers are expected to lose around US$11.2 billion 
in 2021 with IATA saying “the region continues to suffer some of the 
most draconian travel restrictions” and that international markets 
are not expected to significantly improve until later in 2022. Eight 
of the world’s Top 10 domestic routes are in Asia, with Jeju Interna-
tional-Seoul Gimpo topping the list, but no Asian routes make it into 
the International Top 10 rankings.

During an October CAPA Live presentation OAG Senior Analyst 
John Grant referred to Asia as the “last market around the world to 
still be locked down” with many markets in the region at less than 
40 percent of pre-pandemic levels. The only exception is China, 
where airlines have successfully focussed capacity into the domestic 
market which has recovered to pre-COVID levels.

Within Asia-Pacific, traffic between the 10 most popular inter-
national markets is at less than 10 percent, with China below 10 
percent in all markets except for Hong Kong. In Southeast Asia, 
Vietnam is doing best at 15 percent followed by Thailand and 
Malaysia in single digits.

In an interview with Asian Aviation Grant explained that the virtual 
isolation of China is holding regional markets back and that until 
China reopens for travel and outbound demand returns the situation 
is unlikely to change. “The regional issue around China is that for 
nearly every international market in Asia the number one source of 
capacity is China and most of that capacity is operated by Chinese 
airlines, so until China relaxes their current requirements many 
markets will remain gridlocked,” Grant said.

Singapore Airlines and a few others can start to rebuild their 
‘kangaroo’ traffic but in comparison to the capacity out of China to 
destinations such as Thailand, Hong Kong, Japan and South Korea 
it is small. “Hub traffic through Singapore will return and perhaps 
quicker than we would have expected as its competitive position 
has been strengthened by the virtual collapse of Malaysia Airlines 
and the ongoing struggles Cathay have in Hong Kong,” Grant said.

According to OAG, eight of Asia’s major carriers, all from South-
east Asia, are operating at less than 30 percent of 2019 capacity, 
including major airlines such as Singapore, Malaysia, Philippines, 
Garuda Indonesia, Air Asia, Cebu Pacific and Thai International, the 
latter at less than 10 percent. Japan is another key market for Asian 
carriers but Grant believes international capacity and demand will 
not recover there before the second or even third quarter of 2022.

In all regions other than Asia-Pacific increased vaccination levels 
are leading to increased capacity but with international markets 
remaining closed this is another factor why Asia-Pacific is trailing 
the world. Vaccination levels in Malaysia, Vietnam, Thailand and 
Indonesia have risen significantly yet international capacity remains 

◀ OAG’s John Grant says China holds the key to Asia’s aviation 
recovery.
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…until China relaxes their current 
requirements many markets will remain 
gridlocked.

JOHN GRANT, OAG
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virtually unchanged whereas in Europe increased vaccination has 
led to markets reopening.

Following the inclusion of the UK in Singapore’s Vaccinated 
Travel Lane, Singapore Airlines announced it was resuming A380 
operations to London from 18 November, no doubt with an eye on 
the Australia-UK market reopening. 

MRO demand can often be a good barometer of what airlines are 
planning so Asian Aviation spoke with Pratt & Whitney Vice Presi-
dent Asia-Pacific Customer Business Mary Ellen Jones to find out 
what is happening in the region’s engine sector and how P&W are 
supporting the recovery. “Utilisation is certainly coming back much 
more strongly in North America and we’re seeing more in Europe so 
hopefully as the borders open and things relax a little bit we’ll start to 
see AsiaPac follow,” she says. “As we see that utilisation increasing 
it does give us optimism for the MRO future.”

With domestic traffic rebounding, airlines are bringing their latest 
generation and most fuel efficient narrowbody aircraft back into 
service first and with the GTF powering the popular Airbus A320neo 
and the V2500 on the A320ceo, P&W is seeing a steady build up in 
activity on those engines. In a clear indication of P&W’s confidence 
in the Asian market it’s in the process of hiring around 250 people 
across its Singapore facilities, including at Eagle Services Asia, the 
joint venture with SIA Engineering Company and part of the global 
GTF MRO network.

“Our facilities in Singapore don’t just support our Asian customers 
but also our worldwide network and as we see things really picking 
up heavily in North America, Europe and Latin America we can use 
these facilities to help out,” Jones adds. “It’s also an opportunity to 
expand our skill base and as we get more into digitisation and auto-
mation we need employees who have those skills here in Singapore.”

P&W has not been idle in Asia during the pandemic, using the hi-
atus to clear any durability issues with the GTF fleet, including fitting 
upgrades where needed while aircraft were out of service and parked.

“With low utilisation airplanes on the ground it was really an op-
portune time for us to go out and canvass the fleet to incorporate 
those upgrades without disturbing our customer’s operations, so 
now as things come back those airplanes and engines are ready to 
go,” Jones explains. “The fixes we’ve made to the existing engines 
during the downtime have really improved the health of the fleet. 
We want to make sure we’re ready for this recovery, ready with MRO 
capacity and spare parts so we’re trying to keep a couple of steps 

ahead,” she says. “We are optimistic about what lies ahead and we 
feel like we’re in a good position with the fleet in better shape so as 
Asia comes back we’re ready to support our customers and come 
back strongly with them.”

Predicting how governments will manage the pandemic is a fool’s 
game but with China hosting the Winter Olympics in February 2022 
it seems unlikely it will risk significant border reopening before then. 
“China holds the key to Asia’s recovery so until China reopens for 
travel and outbound travel is allowed the market in Asia will remain 
soft and given the current policy towards COVID-19 we do not expect 
any significant change before Q2 2022.” 

P&
W

Utilisation is certainly coming back much 
more strongly in North America and we’re 
seeing more in Europe so hopefully as the 

borders open and things relax a little bit 
we’ll start to see AsiaPac follow.

MARY ELLEN JONES, PRATT & WHITNEY
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Road to recovery
The global COVID-19 pandemic has been devastating for Australian airlines 

as the country’s federal and state governments have taken a tough stance.  

At last, however, there is hope on the horizon, reports Emma Kelly.

THE AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT closed its international bor-
ders in March 2020, with only limited repatriation and international 
passenger flights operating since then. While domestic flights have 
continued through the pandemic, they have been impacted by state 
governments slamming shut borders and limiting entry in response 
to the virus.

In November however, international services were set to resume, 
for some parts of the country at least as New South Wales and 
Victoria reach vaccination targets and open their doors to the world 
again, while local airlines are hopeful that domestic traffic will sta-
bilise and return to pre-pandemic levels next year.

Qantas is looking ahead with renewed optimism, readying for the 
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relaunch of some international operations, as well as planning a 
new domestic fleet and eyeing 2024 for the possible launch of new 
ultra-long-range Project Sunrise flights. Like all airlines, COVID has 
not been kind to Qantas, resulting in a loss before tax of over A$2.3 
billion (US$1.7 billion) for the 2021 financial year and a revenue loss 
since the start of the pandemic marching towards $20 billion. COVID 
has been even harsher to Qantas employees, with more than 9,000 
people leaving the group, some 6,000 employees stood down due 
to international border closures and a further 2,500 stood down due 
to disruptions to domestic flying.

Qantas was planning to restart international flights between 
Sydney and Los Angeles and London from 1 November after the 
reopening of the country’s international borders. Further interna-
tional routes to countries with high vaccination rates, such as Japan, 
Singapore and New Zealand are earmarked to follow in December, 
while destinations including Bali, Jakarta, Manila and Johannesburg 
won’t come back online until April 2022 at the earliest.

Five Airbus A380s have returned to the fleet in readiness, while 
the range of some of its A330-200s is being extended to operate 
trans-Pacific routes, such as Brisbane-Los Angeles and San Francisco.

“We’d already sold out some of our international flights for De-
cember and seen strong demand on flights to and from London and 
Los Angeles, so we’re confident there will be a lot of interest in these 
earlier services,” CEO Alan Joyce said in October.

On the domestic front, restricted services remain in various parts 

◀ Australia’s Qantas has launched Project Winton to acquire 100-plus 
new narrowbodies from the end of 2023, replacing Boeing 737-800s 
and 717s. The airline's A380s will also eventually be phased out.

▶ Qantas CEO Alan Joyce says the airline is ready to reopen 
internationally and is pursuing a new fleet.
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We’d already sold out some of our 
international flights for December and 
seen strong demand on flights to and 

from London and Los Angeles, so we’re 
confident there will be a lot of interest in 

these earlier services.

ALAN JOYCE, QANTAS
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of the country, with Delta variant outbreaks in New South Wales and 
Victoria. Looking ahead, Qantas recently confirmed it is in the final 
stages of a formal tender process with aircraft and engine manu-
facturers for the renewal of its narrowbody domestic fleet. Project 
Winton will see 100-plus new narrowbodies start to arrive from the 
end of 2023, replacing Boeing 737-800s and 717s. The airline's A380s 
will also eventually be phased out. The Boeing 737 MAX family, Air-
bus A320neo family, and smaller Airbus A220 and Embraer E-Jet E2 
family are all under consideration, with a combination of the larger 
and smaller regional types to be decided by the end of this year and 
firm orders by mid-2022.

Jetstar will undergo its own fleet renewal next year, with its first 
A321neo LR set to arrive in the second half as part of an existing Qan-
tas Group order for 100-plus A320/A321s, while Qantas International 
will receive three more 787-9 Dreamliners from financial year 2023.

After Project Winton, Qantas is expected to turn its attention 
towards Project Sunrise, with the airline close to an order for A350-
1000s for proposed non-stop, ultra-long-haul flights between Aus-
tralia’s east coast and London, New York and Paris just before 
COVID struck. A 2023/2024 launch is now planned, with these 
flights expected to be even more popular in a post-COVID world 
when passengers will seek to avoid stopovers.

Meanwhile, changes are set for the relaunch of its existing ultra-
long-haul, non-stop flight, previously operating between Perth on the 
west coast and London. In light of Western Australia’s delayed border 
opening, the Perth-London non-stop will be routed from Darwin 
instead of Perth from 14 November until at least April 2022 when it 
is hoped WA’s borders will be open. Sydney-Darwin-London flights 
will launch first, followed by Melbourne-Darwin-London in December. 
“While this is a temporary change to the route, Qantas will watch how 
it performs and is open-minded about what it could lead to down the 
track,” warns the airline, which has had an acrimonious relationship 
with Perth Airport, with a long-running fee dispute currently being 
played out in the Supreme Court of Western Australia.

Joyce acknowledges that collaboration with airline partners will 
be more important than ever during recovery, but news is mixed 
for Qantas’s alliances. The carrier is extending its partnership with 
Emirates for another five years, but the Australian Competition and 
Consumer Commission has blocked a proposed alliance with Japan 
Airlines, deeming it not in the public interest. 

A redesigned and slimline Virgin Australia, meanwhile, is emerg-
ing from the pandemic with a new structure, network, product and 
growth plans following its exit from administration at the end of 2020 
under new owner US private equity firm Bain Capital and CEO Jayne 
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We at Virgin Australia are crystal clear that 
the underlying consumer desire for travel  
is strong.

JAYNE HRDLICKA, VIRGIN AUSTRALIA
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Hrdlicka. Some 3,000 jobs have gone since the old Virgin Australia 
entered administration, but the airline is now gearing up for growth, 
recruiting personnel and expanding its pared down fleet.

The airline is focused on the mid-market and has refined its 
domestic offering as it targets a 33 per cent share. Recently it an-
nounced plans to add a further nine 737-800s pushing its fleet to 
77 in preparation for an increase in domestic travel as vaccination 
rates increase and state borders reopen. These aircraft have already 
started to arrive and all will be in service by mid-February, at the 
height of the Australian summer. “We at Virgin Australia are crystal 
clear that the underlying consumer desire for travel is strong,” says 
Hrdlicka. Longer term, the airline is scheduled to receive its first 737 
MAX 10 aircraft from mid-2023. 

The airline has already added new domestic services between 
states with open borders, linking major centres with the north 
of the country, new seasonal services to Tasmania, as well as 
expanded domestic and leisure frequencies. It is also partnering 
local carrier Alliance Airlines to better serve regional and short-
haul international destinations.

The restructured airline has also reviewed its product and pricing, 
resulting in the introduction of three new fare types — Economy 
Lite, Economy Choice and Economy Flex — providing passengers 
with choice.

Virgin plans to restart international operations in December with a 
return to Fiji from Sydney and Melbourne, while services to Bali and 
New Zealand will follow in 2022 and long-haul international flights 
to Japan and the United States further down the track. 

Rex, meanwhile, suspended much of its domestic and regional 
operations through to the end of October in light of lockdowns in 
New South Wales and Victoria. By November, the airline’s frontline 
staff were expected to be fully vaccinated. Rex is the country’s largest 
independent regional and domestic airline, operating 60 Saab 340 
and six Boeing 737-800NG aircraft to 61 destinations throughout 
the country. In late August, it announced a before tax loss of A$7.2 
million, with revenues down 20 percent to $256.2 million. The airline’s 
passenger numbers fell by 29 percent during the year, while 500 
frontline workers were stood down.

Rex has also been battling what it perceives as predatory and 
anti-competitive behaviour by Qantas. After Rex entered mainline 
domestic routes in 2020 operating 737s (from Melbourne to Sydney, 
Gold Coast, Adelaide and Canberra and Sydney-Gold Coast), Rex 
accused Qantas of “aggressive predatory moves” by entering thin re-
gional routes operated by Rex and only able to support one regional 
carrier. The action resulted in Rex in August appointing litigation law 
firm Clayton Utz to “explore all legal avenues to stop Qantas from 
abusing its market position in order to push its competitors out”. 

There is also set to be a new kid on the block in Australia, with low-
cost start-up Bonza planning to launch services on regional routes 
in early 2022 using 737-8s, subject to regulatory approval. The new, 
independent low fare carrier is headed by Tim Jordan, previously 
CCO of Cebu Pacific and head of commercial distribution at the old 
Virgin Blue and most recently managing director of Central Asian 
LCC FlyArystan. Bonza is backed by US private investment firm 777 
Partners, which is behind Canadian ULCC Flair Airlines and South 
East Asian LCC alliance, Value Alliance. 

The new LCC aims to kickstart growth in the domestic market and 
get Australians flying again. “Bonza’s mission is to encourage more 
travel by providing more choices and ultra-low fares, particularly into 
leisure destinations where travel is now often limited to connections 
via major cities,” says Jordan. He adds: “Bonza will deliver enormous 
benefits to all Australians, but particularly to regional communities 
by providing new routes and greater travel opportunities. Bonza 
will also play a leading role in Australia’s post-pandemic economic 
recovery — creating jobs, stimulating travel and consumer spending 
and helping regional communities, especially those that rely on 
tourism, get back on their feet.” 
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Bonza’s mission is to encourage more 
travel by providing more choices and 
ultra-low fares, particularly into leisure 
destinations. 

TIM JORDAN, BONZA

▲ Low-cost start-up Bonza planning to launch regional routes  
in early 2022.

◀ Virgin Australia CEO Jayne Hrdlicka says she sees strong  
consumer demand for travel.
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SUDDENLY, THE INDIAN SKY IS FULL OF BUZZ and expectations. 
The grim nights of COVID disruption are quickly becoming forgetful 
nightmares. The dreaded COVID-assaulted summer appears to be 
a thing of the past.

The first bright spot on the subcontinent is Tata Group managing 
to clinch the deal to buy back Air India. The much-awaited emotional 
homecoming of Air India, which was founded by legendary JRD Tata, 
the uncle and mentor of current Tata Group patron Ratan Tata, will 

prove to be a prudent commercial decision or not, only time will tell. 
Tata shelled out US$2.5 billion to buy back Air India. The details of 
the deal, including the total percentage of Air India debt that has 
been passed on to the Tata group, is not yet known. Tata Group, 
which already has a 90 percent stake in AirAsia India and 51 percent 
in Vistara, a joint venture with Singapore Airlines, will now have 
rights over extensive and profitable international routes, something 
the domestic market leader IndiGo will find difficult to match.
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India bouncing back
Indian aviation is back to being a ‘happening space’ once again. From Air 

India returning to its founders to a new planned low-cost airline by a maverick 

investor adding to the buzz, a newfound vibrancy is clearly visible in the Indian 

sky, according to Shelley Vishwajeet.
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The deal also comes with several other benefits such as fleets, 
top slots at airports and hangars and a brand that has phenomenal 
equity and recall. With this deal, Tata Group is now the number two 
operator domestically with 25.1 percent market share while IndiGo 
continues to be market leader with 55 percent share.

Along with the Air India sale, the most noteworthy aviation news 
has been the announcement of a new low-cost airlines by the name 
of Akasa (in English it means Sky) by maverick and extremely suc-
cessful stock investor Rakesh Jhunjhunwala. The news came as a 
surprise to industry watchers as it was made when COVID was still 
ravaging India and almost all operators were bleeding cash. Akasa 
has roped in some well-known names such as former Jet Airways 
CEO Vinay Dubey and former IndiGo CEO Aditya Ghosh to chart 
its future course.

Along with Tata, Akasa has all the ingredients — from deep pock-
ets to an experienced team — to pose a stiff challenge to market 
leader IndiGo. A battle royale is certain in the coming two to three 
years. There are credible rumours that Akasa will also be the future 
suitor for financially stretched SpiceJet too. The fact that it is in talks 
with Boeing, which forms the biggest slice of SpiceJet fleet, to pro-
cure 737 MAX aircraft and has been lobbying with the government 
for its recertification in India, is also being seen as an alignment and 
indication of its interest in acquiring SpiceJet in future.

Jet Airways, the oldest running private airline which was grounded 
due to financial bankruptcy is set to restart operations in the first 
quarter of 2022. It has a new owner — a consortium of Dubai-based 
Indian Murari Lal Jalan and London based Kalrock Capital. Nobody 
appears to have heard of Jalan until the deal went to the consortium.

Not everything is positive. GoAir, which has been rechristened as 
GoFirst, has been battling losses and family clashes amid the COVID 
disruption. From its inception, the airline was steered by Managing 
Director Jehangir (Jeh) Wadia, the younger son of Nusli Wadia, the 
promoter chairman and head of Wadia Group. The Wadias are one 
of the oldest and wealthiest Parsi families of Mumbai. Father and 
son have fallen out leading to Jeh resigning from the board of not 
only GoAir but also from all companies controlled by Wadia Group 
including Britannia industries, which alone is valued at around 
US$13 billion.

Air traffic is rising again. From this year ’s peak of 7.82 million 
domestic passengers in the month of March to a low of 2 million 
in May, coinciding with the brutal second wave of the COVID pan-
demic, passenger traffic has since been rising steadily. It rose to 
5.01 million in July and climbed to 6.9 million in September. With 
regulators now permitting 100 percent capacity booking, coupled 
with a huge vaccination drive by the government, India is likely to 
sustain the momentum in domestic traffic.

Pressure is also mounting on the government to relax rules for 
international travel, but the government may be holding things up 
to pressure international bodies like the World Health Organisation 
to grant emergency use approval and recognition for the Indian-de-
veloped Covaxin vaccine. Currently, there are two major vaccines 

that are being administered to Indians. One is Covaxin and the other 
Covishield, which has been developed by Oxford-AstraZeneca and is 
produced in India by Pune based private laboratory Serum Institute 
of India under licence. Covishield is approved by WHO but Covaxin 
which has been administered to nearly 88 percent of vaccinated 
Indians, is not.

The government of India has also been in a hurry to privatise 
government-owned airports. However, the six airports that have 
been privatised — Lucknow, Ahmedabad, Trivandrum, Mangalore, 
Jaipur and Guwahati — have gone to Adani Group. In addition to 
these, Adani Group has also wrested control of India’s second-larg-
est airport — Mumbai International Airport — from GVK Group, 
which is now out of the airport operations business in India. And 
with the acquisition of the airport in Mumbai, Adani Group by 
revenue and traffic is now the largest airport operator ahead of 
GMR which manages Delhi International Airport. The government 
has announced plans to privatise 25 more airports in the coming 
three years and Adani Group is likely to bid very aggressively in 
the coming rounds.

Regional planes should get boost
Manufacturers like ATR are also confident Indian aviation is bouncing 
back. There are around 60 ATR aircraft in India and the two largest 
operators are Indigo and Alliance Air followed by TruJet and Flybig.

“Even though the country has been adversely affected by the 

▲ Data showing India's domestic traffic and market share by airline. 
(Source: Directorate General of Civil Aviation India)
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pandemic, airlines in India have continued to expand their domestic 
network using regional aircraft such as the ATR. In India, based on 
our projection, there will be around 10 percent more flights operated 
by ATR in India in 2021 compared to 2019,” says Jean-Pierre Clercin, 
Asia Pacific head of commercial for ATR.

“In 2019, 42 new routes were launched in India using ATRs, 15 last 
year and this year we are continuing to see new domestic routes 
launch using ATR aircraft. Many of the new routes are serving the 
northeast of the country, namely the states Assam and Arunachal 
Pradesh, as well as the state of Uttar Pradesh in the north,” says 
Clercin.

“One of the reasons the number of new domestic regional routes 
has continued to increase is because the national and state govern-
ments are encouraging it. India is a big country with an important 
untapped market for connectivity between tier 2 and tier 3 cities. 
There are still many smaller towns and cities in need of regular air 
services,” says Clercin. 

▲ Regional planes like the ATR are popular in India because some 
airports are small and remote.
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One of the reasons the number of new 
domestic regional routes has continued to 
increase is because the national and state 

governments are encouraging it.

JEAN-PIERRE CLERCIN, ATR
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REGIONAL AVIATION

A NEW CIRIUM REPORT showed that travellers in China were 
among the most bullish on aviation, but new outbreaks of COVID-19 
in October have led authorities to cancel hundreds of domestic 
flights as Beijing continues with its zero-COVID approach with strict 
border closures that have severely limited international flights to 
and from the country.

The latest outbreak was linked to an elderly couple who were in a 
group of several tourists. They started in Shanghai before flying to 
Xi’an, Gansu province and Inner Mongolia. Dozens of cases have since 
been linked to their travel, with close contacts in at least five provinces 
and regions, including the capital Beijing, according to media reports.

Airports in the affected regions have cancelled hundreds of 
flights, according to data from aviation tracker VariFlight. Around 
60 percent of flights to the two main airports in Xi’an and Lanzhou 
have been cancelled.

The latest outbreaks come just as analytics company Cirium 
released a report showing that Chinese travellers are leading the 
airline travel recovery, with 96 percent intending to travel, with 81 
percent of respondents say they plan to fly at least once within the 
next 12 months and 50 percent plan to fly by this autumn. Of those 
planning to travel, 73 percent stated it was for leisure with only 24 
percent planning business travel. “The results also show the impor-
tance of health and safety measures, which will need to be in place 
to increase the confidence in traveling internationally from China,” 
Cirium said in its report.

The pent-up demand is also reflected in China’s passenger traffic, 
which is showing signs of a strong recovery. As of September 2021, 
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China enthusiasm hit  
by new outbreak
The domestic aviation sector in Mainland China had regained its pre-COVID 

levels only to be hit again by new outbreaks in October. Still, traveller demand 

remains as Matt Driskill reports.

▲ China's borders with the outside remain largely closed as new 
COVID cases take hold.
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China traffic was at 87 percent of 2019 levels — way ahead the rest 
of Asia (42 percent). The survey revealed that two-thirds (66 percent) 
of Chinese travellers have taken a domestic flight since the start of 
the pandemic. Cirium schedules data reveal domestic travel in Q4 is 
primed to outpace pre-pandemic levels, growing by some 15 percent 
compared to Q4 2019.

More than half (61 percent) of respondents said they are ready to 
travel out of Mainland China once borders are open, with Southeast 
Asia as the region of choice, followed by Europe, Australia/New 
Zealand and East Asia.

Jeremy Bowen, CEO at Cirium said: “The Cirium survey highlights 
the Chinese traveller’s confidence in flying domestically and pent-
up demand when it comes to flying internationally. There is a clear 
preference for Southeast Asia, so the challenge faced is to bring 
back travel to other markets such as East Asia, which was a previ-
ous top destination. The results also show the importance of health 
and safety measures, which will need to be in place to increase the 
confidence in travelling internationally from China.”

While Chinese travellers show confidence in flying again, 35 
percent of those surveyed claimed that they would be less likely 
to travel by air, post-pandemic. They were principally concerned 
over health, hygiene and safety. Almost all of the respondents (96 
percent) support the mandatory requirement to wear a face mask 

when travelling by air. And over 85 percent support the introduction 
of health passports as a prerequisite to flying, and the use of apps 
that promote touchless travel.

When choosing an airline, respondents placed importance on 
mandatory mask wearing (66 percent), improved cleaning processes 
in place (65 percent) and proof of negative pre-departure COVID-19 
test (62 percent).

Chinese travellers were divided when it came to the time spent 
at the airport with 53 percent saying they will reduce the amount of 
time they spend at airports, compared to 21 percent who will look to 
increase their time at the airport as they feel safer with the COVID-19 
safety measures in place.

Taking advantage of a crisis
Despite the cancellation of flights in Mainland China, at least one 
man is taking advantage of the COVID crisis to start a new airline 
that could eat away at the market share held by Hong Kong carrier 
Cathay Pacific.

Property magnate Bill Wong has launched Greater Bay Airlines, 
which plans to fly to 104 destinations in mainland China and North, 
South and Southeast Asia, including Bangkok and Phuket. Sched-
uled flights haven’t begun yet, but the airline has received its air op-
erator’s certificate. Wong, based in Shenzhen, already owns Donghai 
Airlines, which serves domestic cities and has a few regional routes.

Greater Bay Airlines is entering the market as Cathay remains 
hobbled by Hong Kong’s zero-COVID policy and strict 21-day 
quarantine for arriving passengers. With no domestic market and 
mainland China’s borders still closed even to Hong Kong, Cathay’s 
passenger traffic remains stuck at about 5 percent of pre-pandemic 
levels, according to industry data.

Aircraft development
China has long wanted to take on Airbus and Boeing in manufac-
turing passenger jets and has made great strides in developing its 
C919 jetliner, but politics is getting in the way of further progress. At 
the most recent airshow in Zuhai, the C919 was AWOL and media 
reports indicate that export restrictions on US technology is the 
culprit behind the delay in launching the aircraft.

The problem is that while the aircraft is made in China, its con-
stituent parts of avionics, engines and more are largely Western 
made. Starting in December 2020, the United States government has 
required special licenses to export parts and technology assistance 
to any company with ties to the Chinese military and that includes 
the state-owned manufacturer, Commercial Aircraft Corp of China 
(COMAC), which is developing the C919. Reuters reported US-linked 
suppliers are gradually receiving the licences, but the delays have 
slowed Chinese certification and threatened the supply of spare 
parts as well. COMAC has 815 provisional orders, but only China 
Eastern Airlines placed a firm order for five jets. The state-backed 
airline said in August it expects to receive its first C919 by the end 
of the year, two in 2022 and two more in 2023. 

▲ The C919 is made in China but uses a large number of Western 
parts that are subject to US export limitations.
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